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CERTIFICATE IN ARABIC LANGUAGE 

O 	 Term-End Examination 

N 	 December, 2011 
O 
O 	 BAL-001 : BASICS OF ARABIC 

Time : 2 hours 	 Maximum Marks : 70 

Note : Answer any seven questions of the following. Each 
question carries 10 marks. 

1. Give the meaning of the following transliterated 
Arabic words into English: 

TWira 	sayy-aa , 	shurTI 	muHasib , 

mumarriDa, Hais 	, muwaDHDHaf, 

mud it , maTa • 

2. Write Arabic words for the following English 
words : 

House, Office, Yes, No, Company, Hospital, 
School, Staff, Manager, Doctor. 

3. Write ten simple Arabic sentences you have learnt. 

4. Give ten Arabic words related to the things around 
you. 
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5. 	Translate the following simple Arabic sentences 
into English. 

(ma hadha),; 	 (hddh-a-  bayt), 	1:Lib  

(hadha maTdr), 	(hadha kursi.) , 3.1.4 

(hadha funduq) , ° 	► :Lib (hadha maktab) , 

(ma hadhihi) , 11141., o.ub (hddhihi sayydra), 

L31°  (hddhihi madrasa) , 

(hddhihi Haqiba) 

6. Write at least twenty five (25) alphabets of Arabic 
you have practiced so far. 

7. Write down the meaning of the following Arabic 
words defining relationship in the family. 

1;14 (jadda), Z-L! (bint), ark  j (zawja), ° c93 (zawj), 

;! (ibn), 	(jadd), 3 	(ukht), 	(umm), 

vl (ab), 	(akh) 

8. Translate the following into Arabic : 

In the school, In the house, In the office, In the 
book, In the bag, On the chair, Above the car, 
Under the car, Before the airport, After the office. 
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9. 	Write Arabic words for the following days of week 
and months of year : 

Friday, Wednesday, Tuesday, Sunday, Monday, 
January, February, March, April, May. 

10. Mention five Arabic sentences related to the 
activities inside the Restaurant. 
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